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TV a freebie, fitness a fortune
by Penni Mitchell
Students may have to pay
sports fees out of their own
pockets next year, but they can
rest assured that their TV bill will
be paid by their Students
Association.
When the plans were made last
summer to install a $30,000
television system at the college,
provisions had to be found within
the Students Association budget
to accommodate the expenditure.
Cutbacks were made in almost
every area of expenditure. But

BUSINESS
STUDENTS!
Handle and analyze
a wide range of financial and
business situations quickly
and efficiently with the:

SA Business Manager Don.
Hillman confirms that if the
proposed students levy on sports
fees is passed by Red River
council, as well as Keewatin
College and Assinipoine College's
councils, the SA will have the
money it needs for the TV
system.
Currently, the province and the
college share the cost of sports
facilities at the college and
manpower students representing
40 per cent of Red, River students

-

would have their levies paid by
manpower.
Servo Electronics has already
begun installation of the TV
system, which will include six TV
monitors throughout the college
as well as a character generator,
a video-tape recorder and TV
screen for the master control. So
far, the holes have been drilled
and the hangers to support the
TV's have arrived.
When the project is in
operation, which may be as soon
as five weeks, students can ex-

pect to see feature films on their
lunch breaks and keep up-to-date
on what's going on around the
college.
The system will be operated
from the SA office and it will be
part of the SA secretary's job to
send the printed messages across
the six terminals.
Ed Schwartz, Program Coordinator for the college will be
responsible for purchasing the
movies that will be screened at
the college. Until now, the college
spent $160 to rent films for Video
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Slimline

Business Analyst-II

SA supports levy

$6 O.00ea
Check th se features:
• Powerful financial functions
• Preprogram med statistical
functions
• Profit-margin computations
*Wide range of math operations
* Constant memo ry functions

The Slimline Business Analyst-II moves the
world of finance and business into a new
dimension of easy-to-use and powerful personal
calculating.
Insurance. Real Estate. Stocks. Bonds. Buying.
Selling. Investments. Forecasting. Business
Management.
Whatever your business, the TI Business
Analyst-II provides the calculating power to help
you analyze financial situations quickly and
accurately. Conveniently arranged financial
keys help you compute time and money
problems such as compound interest, annuity
payments, mortgage loans, investment yields,
amortization schedules. And much more.
With the Business Analyst-II, you can concentrate on analyzing "what if" situations and
make more accurate forecasts for better
financial decisions. And, the Business AnalystII allows you to enter your variables for any
calculation in any order. Because the formulas
are preprogrammed into the caluclator, the
math is done for you in seconds!

by Penni Mitchell
When 'Red River grows up it
wants to be a university.
Student Council voted last
Tuesday to support a proposal
currently before the government
that would see each student at the
college paying a $2 a month
athletic fee, similar to the
athletic fee structure at the U of
M.
According to Sports Director
Gord Muir, the $80,000 that would
be generated under the levy
system would enhance the image
of the college's athletic program
and attract students who might
otherwise have gone to the U of M
or U of W.
constudents
Currently,
tribution to athletics is covered
by their $2 a month student fee.
Council member Mark Como
said that the added sports fee
would "essentially double the
student fees students are now
paying."
SA President Rick Popel
refuted Como's statement,
saying that the proposed athletic
fee would be separate from
student fees.
The SA can't increase student
fees because Manpower sponsors
40 per cent of students at the
college and won't pay an increase
in their student fees. Manpower
can get the money for the sports
fee levy from the federal
government, however, so they
wouldn't have to pay the manpower students' sports cost.
This year, the SA budgeted
$19,000 for varsity athletics, and
an additional $7,000 . for other
sports activities.. This represents
35 per cent of the sports department's budget; the remainder is

paid by the provincial govern :
ment.Udrhwsa-cot
system students would contribute
$80,000 through the direct levy,
while the province would throw in •
$140,000.
The idea is not a new one. It
was brought up last year as a
solution to the college's relatively
poor quality sports program, and
Pete Penner, assistant deputy
minister of education wants to
make sure it is acceptable to the
Students Association before the
proposal reaches the Minister of
Education's desk. All three
community colleges in the
province will have to accept the
proposal before it can be implemented, according to Penner.
The fee would be collected by
the college and would appear a
separate item on the tuition and
student fee forms students now
receive. Once collected by the
college, the money would go
directly to the sports department
which would be financially
autonomous from the Students
Association.
One student at the meeting
expressed concern that "students
won't take too lightly to the $2 a
month levy." He said "The SA
can't giveTriSo -eisi-lyi 11Councillors didn't discuss
whether they thought students at
the college could even afford the
$2 a month sports fee, which for
students attending from September to June means $20 a year,
regardless of their involvement
in sports programs.
"Twenty dollars is the price of
an extra text book," councillor
Mark Como assessed. "It ( the

Red River students may have to pay a sports levy whether or not they make use of
athletic facilities at the college.
sports fee levy) is going to pay off
for us in the long run."
Sports Director Gord Muir says
that if college athletic program

improves as expected, "we could
have kids flocking to the
college."
Four councillors voted against
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Network. When the new system is
installed, they can purchase
films for $60 each.
The idea for the TV system was
conceived a few years ago when
the idea for a daily bulletin was
.suggested. Costs for putting out
the daily information sheet were
looked into according to Don
Hillman, and the $30,000 investment will be cheaper than
printing a daily bulletin.
"It's cheaper, easier and
without the mess (of paper) all
over," said Hillman.
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by Charlene Dion
Although Manpower sponsors
Vietnamese immigrants to learn
English, there are very few
people at Manpower who can
communicate with them, said
Bob Richards, who teaches
immigrants English at RRCC.
Bernie Novakowski of the
Immigration Counselling and
Planning Unit said there are two
interpreters to help the students
communicate with Manpower
officials. There are over 20
students. Richards said that the
interpreters don't appear to be
sympathetic.
Manpower's basic responsibility to the refugees is to find
them a place to live and establish

them, Richards said. First they
are brought to the Balmoral
Hotel where they stay from 1-5
days, until they find an apartment that they mutually agree
upon. When asked how he felt
about this situation, the manager
of the hotel said, "How do you
want me to feel? There's nothing
wrong with them. This country
was built on refugees."
Once they find an apartment
Manpower will furnish the
students with a bed each, their
sheets, cooking utensils, a chair
each and if there's more than two
of them they get a kitchen table.
Manpower also pays for their
food and rent, Richards said. "I

had originally thought they
grouped together to cut down on
costs, but apparently that's they
way Manpower groups them"
They receive $22.50 each a.week
for food, Richards said.
Novakowski said that Manpower has no set policy for
grouping the refugee students.
"It's absolutely mutual
agreement," he said.
Richards said there are four of
his students living in a onebedroom apartment. "Two
people sleeping in the bedroom
and two people sleeping in the
livingroom." Richards explained
that the bathroom is very small
and there's really no kitchen.

the imposition of the sports fee
levy: Scott Wilson, Joanne
Bradley, Dirk Reid and Susan
Rede

Inside
Richards has been teaching here
since last June but he has been
working with Vietnamese in
conjunction with the college since
January 1980.
"In four months the students
are expected to know enough
English to go out in the work
force," Richards said.
NavokOwski said that once the
students get a job they have no
problem holding it. He said
they'll seldom refuse a job.
"They'll take anything." It is also
Manpower's responsibility to
make sure the refugee receives
"at least" minimum wage, $3.25
per hour Novakowski said.
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Watch for the new
Projector $10,000
lottery sweepstakes.
This could be your
lucky issue. Stay
tuned for further
details to be announced sometime.
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by Burton Robson
Line-ups are beginning to get
longer for The photocopying
machines. All two of them.
The line-ups for the machines
can function as a barometer,
indicating the proximity of
student examinations. As teh
term draws to an end students
anxiously photocopy notes and
term assignments.
The machines are used fairly
constantly and tend to take quite
a beating. Every machine has
had the top coverflap broken off.
The remaining fractured portions
of the cover flaps have been
removed from all the machines.
Often it is difficult to produce
adequate copies without burning
the hell out of your retinas.

S t si
•

Sometimes half of the
machines become inoperable.
When a machine does malfunction the line-ups become twice as
long.
Some students claim the
Student Association should invest
in more photocopying machines.
Others feel that this solution is
too obvious to be considered.
Students slip a lot of nickels
into the machines. Last year the
machines generated $3,300 of
revenue. If additional machines
are not in the Student
Association's immediate plans
perhaps investing some money
into maintenance of the existing
machines could be considered.

Two out of three
ain't bad
by Cathy Tardi
As the Meatloaf song goes:
"Two out of Three Ain't Bad" and
that's exactly what happened last
week at the provincial playdowns
in Brandon February 13-15.
The Red River Community
College walked away with two out
of three provincial titles
available, taking the Mixed and
the Men's Championships.
In the first game of the roundrobin, the mixed team, led by
skip Jeff Tipping fought a tough
game against Assiniboine
Community College. Third Laura
Rance, second Ted Ellwood and
lead Cathy Tardi found the
groove to come from behind to
take the game in an extra end.
The men's team, with skip
Scott Mathieson, third Pete
Wiebe, second Jamie Campbell
and lead Ian Kinnard matched
that win, leaving the ice early
with a 9-4 victory.
The women's team gave up a
five-ender in the first end of their
first game and were unable to
recover, sending skip Betty
Warner, thrid Sue Seguin, second
Dorothy Gaurreau and lead
Shirley Jones to the sidelines
early to re-group.
In second round action, each
Red River team defeated
representatives from Keewatin

Community College from the
Pas.
As a result, the men's and
mixed teams received byes into
the finals on Saturday.
The women's team was forced
to play a re-match with Keewatin
in semi-final action to determine
which team would go to the final.
The women emerged victorious
over the persevering Keewatin
team.
All three finals were played
against Assiniboine teams, who
seemed psyched up and anxious
to get the games under way.
In the mixed final, Tippings
finesse and timely rolls led the
team to victory, preserving their
undefeated status throughout the
provincials, despite losing Tardi
after a bad spill.
The men's team fought
valiantly in a game of wrecking
guards and nose hits. The team's
luck seemed to be running out
when a Campbell shot came up
light. It proved to be useful as a
corner guard for the Assiniboine
team who wasted no time in
calling for a draw behind it,
causing Red River all kinds of
trouble. Assiniboine took three
and Red River was two down
coming home with the hammer.
The tenth end seemed to roll in
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Red River Students are getting tired of waiting to use ALL of our copying machines.

Red River's favour. Mathieson
only needed a a draw to the eightfoot to count two to tie the game
and force an extra end.
Mathieson's rock appeared to
be perfect but it picked up a
horsehair half way down the ice
and skidded sideways into a
guard out in front. Assiniboine
won 6-4.
Because Red River had been
previously undefeated, an extraseries playoff against Assiniboine
was required.
Mathieson and his crew left no
doubt who was the better team in
that game. From the moment
they stepped on to the ice they
had complete control of the
game. Seven ends later, Red
River had an 8-1 lead and
Assinibone took their gloves off,
conceding victory.
Like the men, the women's
team forced an extra series playoff against the previously unbeaten Assiniboine team.
The women fought a tight
contest as spectators saw the
score see-saw before finally
settling in Assimboine s favor as
Warner and company ran out of
rocks.
A steal of three in the ninth end
by Assiniboine proved to be
disastrous for Red River and was
the difference in the game.

FRIDAY FEATURE ATTRACTION—Beer and skits.
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U of M Woman
sues Red Lion
WINNIPEG (CUP)—The
engineering publication at the
University of Manitoba is having
legal action taken against it by
the vice-president of the student
union following alleged libelous
items about her in the
newspaper.
Vice president Linda Ilczuk
said she "is shocked, upset, but
not surprised" about articles
printed about her in the
publication. She also said, "I've
taken the first steps about approaching a lawyer to fight this
occurrence."
In the last issue of the
publication, the Red Lion, items
were printed about Ilczuk which
she contends were both sexist and
libelous.
The Red Lion was recently
denied publication rights at the
student union owned printship
due to its sexist, racist and
potentially libelous content.
No one on the engineering
student council would say where
the newspaper is now printed.
Printers are also held libel if the

content in the newspaper is touna
to be libelous.
At the University of Waterloo,
the student council voted
February 8 to withdraw all
support from Enginews, the
campus engineer newspaper, as
long as it contains racist and
sexist content. The council had
previously advertised all of its
events in Enginews.
A spokesperson for the Winnipeg police department said the
Red Lion could only be
prosecuted if an individual
brought legal action against the
newspaper.
of Manitoba
University
president Ralph Campbell said,
"I don't favor sexist or racist
publications being printed on
campus."
He said he is now in the process
of "producing a policy about any
publications which originate
within the confines of the
University of Manitoba."
"I wouldn't begrudge anyone
taking legal action," Campbell
said.

by Dennis Mitchell

Association DM20,

please hand it in to the SA office
LOST: on, brown suede mitten
with bus pass inside. Reward
offered. Phone Dave at 783-0112
after 6 p.m.

* ***

just missed the desired target.
'the mixed and the men's
teams will be protecting their
interests in the 4-West Championship in Prince George,
British Columbia March 12-14.

(P3e-:creencd)

THE YEARBOOK WANTS YOUR POETRY
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Warner still had a chance to tie
in the final end by making a
difficult angle-raise take-out with
the last rock. She came out
narrow of the broom and hit the
front rock on the wrong side. It

The good news

featuring Ed Z and skits.
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Dedicated Rural Rock Band
needs experienced, versa tile
male vocalist. Must be willing to
drive 75 miles. We mean
business. Only serious ROCK!
Singers need apply, call 338-5097
Experience on keyboards would
be an asset.

Who are these snow people and what RRCC celebrities do they resemble? Send
five box tops and $2 to—Snowman, 56 Sparks Street, Ottawa 4.

The good news this week is that
someone has finally fixed the
leak in the wall under the south
gym.
The good news is that we have
one week off after exams after
this week, so you're favorite
student newspaper won't be
coming out for another three
weeks...or is that bad news, I can
never tell.
The good news this week is that
it's warmer in the college this
week than it's been all winter.
The good news this week is that
the lawns in Winnipeg will be
fertilized earlier than usual this
year, as the spring thaw has

caused the frozen brown stuff to
thaw as well.
The good news this week is that
most stores around town are
having sales on winter
clothes...save now.
The good news this week is that
a guy in BC has marketed a
Ronald Reagan survival kit, so
we won't die when he nukes the
world.
The good news is there's a beer
bash this Friday and no one will
get trampled to death if they buy
their advance tickets.
The good news is that Ray
Newman, Supervisor of Student
Services still reads the Projector.
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Your turn to speak out
by Sharon Byczek •

photos, by Deborah Kiel

If you've ever leafed through the Projector and thought "I could do
better than that!", but never did anything about it, read on. Projector
staff has been wandering through the college, finding out why people
don't write for the paper. See if any of the reasons are your own:

Editorials
None of your
Business but 0.

by Penni, Allen and Burton
Ever tried getting money out of the Students Association? I have,

Screw Mechanization...
(ZNS)—The syntonic software company of Houston reports it has sold
more than 10,000 copies of an X-rated program for small home computers.
The program, called "interlude", asks whatever combination of
consenting adults is in the room a series of personal questions. The
replies are punched into the keyboard.
"Interlude" then prints out detailed instructions describing—on the
basis of the answers it has received—What the people present should
do to each other. These instructions, the company says, range "from
basic foreplay to light bondage."
Syntonic president David Brown notes the computer can be very
beneficial when, in his words, "The man and woman are already
feeling warmly toward each other, but do not have an exact format in
mind for the evening."

Student jobs axed...
VANCOUVER (CUP)—The BC government has axed more than 5,000
summer jobs, including 1,500 meant for students, in what is called a
"belt-tightening move," by the director of the employment opportunities program.
Virginia Greene said February 9 no dollar figures would be
available until March; but added the move would result in a sizeable
decrease from last year's budget of $24 million.
Greene said 1,500 student jobs were discontinued after the work in
government program was cancelled. But she could not give an exact
breakdown of the lost jobs, saying the government this year funded the
creation of only 11,000 jobs, compared with 16,000 in 1980.
The university of BC student council was quick to react to the job
cuts.
At a meeting February 11, council members voted to write a letter of
protest to the provincial government, which carried a promis of
further action if the protest was ignored.
"I have no intention of sitting idle while they cut that money out of
student hands," external affairs officer-elect James Hollis said after
the meeting.
The job cuts also cam under fire from the BC Students' Federation
( BCSF).
"It's intolerable," BCSF spokesperson Steve Shallhorn said.
"Last summer, the unemployment rate among students was as high
as 19.5 per cent. Combined with higher tuition fees and no student aid
changes, it's clear that the provincial government has a policy of
keeping lower income students out of school," he said.
Provincial NDP labor critic Karen Sanford also criticized the
government action.
"I cannot understand the reasoning of the government to cut back
the program when the largest area of unemployment is in the student
age group," she said.
"Tuition, residence, food and transportation costs are going up for
students and it's already hard enough for them to find work."
A similar move by the social credit government in 1978 to slash the
Youth Employment Program to $700,000 from $1.5 million was
reversed due. to student, university president and board of governors
pressure from UBC and other post-secondary institutions.

Jan Ruczak, Child Care "I'm
sweating my ass off."
Warren Klassen, Business Admin.
"I have some level of intelligence."

Paul Conyette, Medical Lab. Tech.
"I never really thought about it."

High-powered drugs...
( ZNS)—The American government's "marijuana monopoly" has
caused a serious nationwide shortage of "medical quality
marijuana."
The states of Hawaii, California and North Carolina have been
approached by a marijuana reform group, the Alliance for Cannabis
Therapeutics, to seriously consider the growth of the weed of medical
uses.
Officials in the three states seem interested in the idea. All three
states are noted for their ability to produce particularly strong strains
of marijuana.
• • • Ir •
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Janice Cockrell', Business Admin.
"I thought it was newspaper
oriented people only."

Andrea Nieroda, Ad. Art "Artists
can't write."

Students credit status
low...
WINNIPEG (CUP)—Manitoba students are being discriminated
against by the Manitoba Telephone System (MTS) solely because they
are students, a University of Manitoba employee has charged.
Ruth Yanor, a full time employee at the U of M information desk
was told by an MTS agent that students did receive a lower credit
rating because of their status as students.
Each month at least 35 students receive warning notices from MTS
and complain to employees at the info desk. As a result, U of M
university director Lou Molina has since asked NITS for an explanation but MTS has denied discriminatory practices.
An agent manager of MTS said althugh students are "normally not
gainfully employed" credit standing is not part of MTS policy.
MTS spokesperson Jerry Will said the same complaint was made by
the Brandon University paper when he worked in Brandon but added
the matter was simply "ability to pay".

Murray Lychuk, Electrical Tech. "I
can't write."

and lemme tellyou it's no picnic. And it shouldn't be. These responsible, business-minded students are burdened with the awesome
responsibility of looking after a six-figure budget.
Just last week at council these responsible business-minded
students supported a program which would saddle each and every one
of you with an extra $2 a month for a sports program half of you won't
use. Then they approved the expenditure of a $940 coin-rolling
machine to roll the nickels you put into the broken down copiers in the
library. When they get hungry at these awesomely responsible
meetings they order pizza or chinese food and you pay for that too.
Each time they order food it costs about $75 and they don't think twice
about that money.
But I can remember a time, not too long ago, when the topic of
having a National Union of Students Referendum on campus came up
in a council meeting and it was decided that the $400 or so dollars it
would cost students to vote on the issue was too much.
And it was the same council who cut $600 from the budget of your
favorite student newspaper and turned around and invested the money
into a $30,000 television system students don't want...
Take it away alien green-hair banting...
Thank you penni blue-pants mitchell. Ahh but nothing can beat the
thrill and excitement of getting your face brown up to your ear lobes to
get the enormous sum of $260 to send an extra person to a CUP conference at Christmas. And certainly nothing can compare to the
exhilaration of discovering when our budget finally works out the $260
is taken away again and being forced to get the old ear lobies brown
again when we had to ask for the money back because we weren't told
they were going to take it away and we had counted on using it. It's so
much fun to beg and grovel.
But then I don't know much about financing. I'm only into little
games like if-u-don't-give-me-your-key-u-can't-have-your-pay-check.
Besides I'm only here for the coffee.
Which brings to mind. Coffee. Yes we have coffee. To our generous
benefactors we must bow, almost. Were you aware perhaps that the
instant creamer goes lumpy? So as you sit and nourish a nice cup of
brew as you think obscenities about certain people every now and then
a slimy little lump slithers down your gullet. But then let's not get
picky.
Speaking of which let's discuss one of the great social problems of
our time, nose picking. And now to the burt obscene-letter robson...
Merci Allen shock-hair Banting. But it isn't my nose that the SA is
picking. I'm getting tired of their complaints about what we print.
They want to censor every article we print on them. They feel we are
trying to discredit them. They complain that we never print any articles on their progressive achievements, but just how long do they
expect us to wait?

Editor
Co-Editor
News Editor
Entertainment Editor
Sports Editors
CUP/Features Editor
Advertising Manager
Photographer
Typesetter
Communications Director
Journalist of the Month
Contributors

Diane Skelton, Business Admin.
"A lot of articles seem sick."

Geoffrey Dent, DJ-CMOR "Don't
you people know??? Scandalous
rag!"

Bruce Johnson, Creative Communications "Da doo doo doo da
da da da da, that's all I want to say
to you."

Now really, are any of those legitimate reasons to let your student
newspaper go without your invaluable input? Let's explode a few myths
right now:
1. Writing for the paper doesn't take a lot of time. If you have one spare
hour a week, you can do a story.
2. You don't have to be a student of a writing course. Everybody has
something to say. And the staff (small as it is) is always willing to help if
you run into difficulties. Really, we're a nice bunch of people.
3. If you can't think of anything to write about, come down to a Projector
meeting. At the meetings, there is a list of stories that need to be written,
and there are always more stories than writers. But don't be afraid to
suggest your own story line either. We care about what you've got to say.
Hopefully by now you're bubbling with enthusiasm and are planning
your first story already. Instead of lying down till the attack passes, why
not get yourself down to the Projector office and tell us about it. We want
our student newspaper to represent all the RRCC students, and we need
your input.

Burton Robson
Allen Banting

Kathi Thorarinson
Jim Bender
Margo McCall
Deborah Kiel
Scott Wilson
Eleanor Krahn
Rick Myers
Cynthia Dwyer
Dave Sanderson
Bernard Kruschak
Penni Mitchell
Shirley Muir.
Frain Nugent
Don Kusano
Sharon Byczek
Charlene Dion
Dan Tervoort
Dan Tervort
Trovret Nad
Heather Brown
Tracy Grant
Dave Sanderson
Jack Kaplan
Donna Fa rvon
Well I'll confess it here, no sense writing a news story about it...our
news editor quit and our features editor is leaving at the end of term...
more than one student council member said it "was like rats leaving a
sinking ship." Never fear. We'll find bigger, fatter uglier rats to fill
their shoes...any suggestions?
The Projector welcomes all submissions from students, which should
be typed, triple•spaced and are subject to editing. Submissions may be
dropped off at The Projector office, located in Building A, under the
South Gym, OR mailed to: The Projector Red River Community College,
2055 Notre Dame Avenue, Winnipeg, ManitobaR3H 0J9.
The Projector is a member of Canadian University Press (CUP). The
Projector will publish 20 issues for the year 1980/81.
For Display Advertising rates call Deborah Kiel at 632-2275. For free
personal classified ads under thirty (30) words. call 632-2275.
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by Dan Tervoort
TV or not TV,

That is the question;
Whether 'tis nobler in the afternoons to suffer
Through dozens and dozens of outrageous game show
Or to take arms against a sea of channels
And, by ignoring, end them.
To sit: to watch, no more
And, by watching, to say we do not have the time
For the menial tasks that flesh is heir to.
`Tis a station identification devoutly to be wish'd.
To sit, to watch, to watch: perchance to fall asleep,
Ay, there's the rub; for in that prone position
What dreams may come which may be even worse
Than the shows that put us to sleep in the first place.
There's the respect that makes calamity
Of so long commercial breaks,
For who would bear the quips and corn of Flo,
Diff'rent Strokes, Mork and Mindy, I Love Lucy,
The despised Love Boat, The Price Is Right,
The insolence of Barris, and the reruns
That patience of the audience tries,
When he himself might his conscience ease
By doing some homework? Who would Vegas bear,
To grunt and sweat during a weary program
But that the dread of something else to do
Like washing dishes or walking the dog or
Taking out the trash, puts us off
And makes us rather bear those ills we watch
Than do something we want no part of?
Thus laziness does make watchers of us all,
And thus the tints and hues and horizontals
Are switched O'er to fix the pale face onscreen,
And the starship Enterprise and Beaver and Wally,
With this, our attentions turn away
And make us lose the desire for action.
Soft you now, the fair Neilsens;
Nymph, in thy ratings
Be all my shows remembered.
LETTERS:
In order to fill up any extra space that may be on this page I have reached deep into my mailbag and pulled
out some of the most interesting letters sent to NOYBB along with some of my replies. DT
Dear Don Treerot:
Your column stinks! How much do you pay the Projector to publish your s–t?
Sawney Beane
Whoops! Wrong letter! DT
Dear Nad Dervroot:
How come you, the regular writer of RRCC's NOYBB column do not get your name printed in the Projector's
contributor's box on the editorial page? Surely such an important member of the Projector staff such as
yourself (SPECIAL NOTE: I would just like to take this opportunity to point out that all letters printed here
are real letters I have received from real people and are not just letters I made up to make myself look good.
I just want to make that absolutely clear. DT) deserves to have his name in a prominent position in that box,
in bold face type, ahead of the editor's name'. After all, he's only a first year student. You are a second year.
Doesn't the Projector have a seniority policy?
John Smith
You've really opened my eyes John (and, I repeat, John Smith is a REAL person). As of now I am on strike
until I get my name in the staff box. DT.

ail

Dear Editor:
United States Defence
Secretary, Caspar Weinberger's
statement favoring the
deployment of the neutron bomb
in Europe has met with so much
opposition that the U.S. State
Department has been forced to
back down. However opposition
to production of neutron weapons
must not stop since the Reagan
administration has admitted that
Weinberger was accurately
refelcting their position favoring
the neutron bomb.
The neutron bomb, as it will be
recalled, is the latest development in nuclear armaments with
the unique capability of killing
people and other living
organisms in the devastating
manner of radiation, while
leaving buildings and structures
intact. The previous Carter
administration scrapped its plan
to deploy the bomb when many
western European countries
vigorously opposed it.
♦
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Now is the time for meaningful
negotiations to reduce, and
eventually eliminate, all nuclear
weapons. While the prophets of
doom and gloom are preapring us
for nuclear war, we want to say
that it doesn't have to be. We can,
and indeed, must instruct our
government to stand independently of our ally to the
south and say NO tot he neutron
bomb and to limited nuclear war
which threatens our very
existence and our future. We owe
it to ourselves, to our children
and to generations to come. •
We urge Canadians in all walks
of life, regardless of political
persuasion, to call on the
Canadian government to put on
record that Canada is opposed to
the deployment of neutron
weapons in Europe.

The deployment of the neutron
bomb fits in with the U.S. policy
of limited nuclear war and spells
great danger for the future of our
world. With all the nuclear
capability the world now
possesses, a global war would
turn into a nuclear war. To
counter such fears we are now
being lulled into believing that
nuclear wr is inevitable, can be
limited and contained, and is
therefore safe.
As Canadians, we must ensure
that our aspirations are expressed loud and clear by our
elected representatives. We
cannot accept a further excalation in the nuclear arms
race. The deployment of the
neutron bomb will only force the
Warsaw Pact to 'catch-up' and on
and on we go. We can kill every
man, woman and child many
times over witht he nuclear arsenals east and west now
have—how many times must we
die?
.....

•

Doreen Plowman, Executive
Director
Manitoba Peace Council

•
••
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Student Life proving to be interesting
by Dave Sanderson

Well it's thattime oftheyear
again Red River, and if you're
like me, you're sweating.
You say your social life has
ground to a halt, you haven't seen
the inside of a pub for three
weeks, and you find your girl or
boyfriend's been taking more and
more cold showers? Yeah, same
here.
All the above are clear-cut
symptoms of a disease that hits
all students right about this time
of the term ( unless you're here on
a six-month course or are so
stupid, you've been out of the
picture since September). The
disease of course, is the clampdown, an unparalleled burden of
essays, book reports, and
presentations that has all of a
sudden hit us square in the face,
even thought we've known
everything was due three months
ago.
Looking around, I find it
amazing to see how many people
are like me and have left things to
the very last minute. How about
you—do you fit the picture? If you
do, what the hell are you doing
reading this? There's got to be
something better...

1. The best way to defuse the
clampdown is by being prepared.
The way I suggest you do this is
by buying a date book at the start
of the term and then filling in
everything that will be due. Also,
important dates coming up
should be included so you know
what days you'll want to be free.
One caution—fill in assignments
before events, or else you'll find

you've got no room for school and
the first breath of clampdown
will he felt.
2. Most people go into terms
gung-ho and expect to do
everything assigned, even if it
kills them. This is definitely the
wrong attitude. What you must do
is analyze your teachers first day
in and decide which ones you can
work around. There's always a
few courses that are useless
and/or boring, and it is your
prerogative to do away with
these. Once every two weeks is
usually enough attendance to
guarantee a B. Also, pick out the
gullible teacher and use his
downfall to your benefit. It's an
age-old tradition for students to
feign handing in an assignment
and then swearing on their
grandmother's grave that they
handed it in. Good trick, but
make sure the teacher's naive
enough. I know a couple like this.
3. One of the more drastic
measures which may be taken to
offset the clampdown is to tell
your friends to '#%-*. off'. This
way they'll all be so mad at you.
they won't callyou up for a couple
of months and when they finally
'bury the axe' so to speak, the
clampdown will have passed. If
you're an introvert though, this is
not a particularly good idea to do
or you might find yurself waiting
for the phone to ring right
through the summer. Then, you'll
have nobody who you can tell to

For those of you still reading,
I've put together a plan to cure all
the last minute anguish the
clampdown can cause. It's
probably too late to salvage
anything from this term, but for
third term, it should be just in
time.
So over the holidays while
you're getting your alcohol level
back to standards, you can make
a mental effort to keep the
following steps in mind. This
way, you won't get stuck spending warm June nights inside
doing homework you could have
started and finished back in April
when the weather was awful.
Anyway here goes:

off' come September, ana
won't you feel sad about that?
11*-41/4

4. The final step I suggest to

vaccinate yourself from the
clampdown is to take a good long
look at your future and decide if
what you're taking right now is
actually what you want to do
twenty years from now. How
about it Business students?
Wanna sit over a calculator for
the rest of your life balancing

ledgers? Or how about you guys
in Ad Art? Don't you know what
felt pen fumes can do to your
brain after a while? How about
everybody out there—do you
actually like what you're doing
here? I DON'T. I don't like
sweating over damned sociology
P that have nothing to do
with what I intend to be. Maybe
I'll follow step 4 myself, and just
quit this mess altogether. There's

got to be something else out
there, hell, I'll work at a selfserve till I decide where I'm

heading, or maybe I'm just
suffering from clampdown
depression. Anyways, I'll make
up my mind this week, if I'm not
back next issue you'll know what
happened.
P.S. Thanks for all the Valen-

tine's Day cards, bul please no
more. My desk is covered as it is.

Gino
Dear Gino:
I'm developing a real drug
problem. Every time I get nervous or upset I have to drop a
Valium. The I get too mellow so I
take a benny or two. And then
there's the Black Beauties, the
Yellow Jackets, Reds, Blues, you
name it. I have pills to get up,
down, eat, drink, sleep, work.
What can I do?
Ups and Downs.
Dear Ups:
Give up the habit. Place all
your drugs in an envelope and
mail them to Gino c/o The
Projector.

Dear Gino:
I have discovered I may be a
latent necrophiliac. My parents
have thrown me out of the house
because of this desire. I have
nowhere to go. All my friends
have abandoned me. I have no
one. Any suggestions?
Spade.

Dear Spade:
How about a double date? Do you
think you could dig up a girlfriend
for me?
G.

Dear Gino:
I am the past editor of the
Projector and have become
sorely depressed at how low the
new staff has had to stoop. They
have actually allowed trash as
scummy as Dear Gino to be
printed and distributed to the
intellectually, actively conscious
students of Red River Community College. In other words
get this garbage the hell out of
this respectable paper the past
editors had created.
Shirley Muir

Dear Shirley:
First of all exactly where did
you find these mythical students?
Secondly. did you ever wonder
why you are the PAST editor?
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John Roberts is the federal Minister
for Science and Technology as well as
the Minister of the Environment. In a
recent interview with the McGill Daily,
he discussed the role of the Canadian
government in promoting science.
Daily: How do you view the role of
government in science?
Roberts: Basically, our role is to provide
a context for bringing scientific
research and development (R & D) in
Canada up to higher levels than it now
occupies. And it's a support for science
not simply because it's there...It'as also )

Daily: This year the
Canadian
Federation of Biological Societies sent

abelifthscnreath
we do is an essential underpinning for
the strengthening of our economy. At
the moment less than one percent of
Canada's GNP is devoted to research
and development. That compares very
unfavourably with every other
developed, industrialized country. So
we are anxious to increase throughout
our economy the proportion of our
resources
devoted to scientific
research.
Daily Between 1'369 and 1978 the
proportion of the GNP spent on science
and technology fell by over 25%. Can
the Canadian scientific community rest

R and D accounts
for less than
1 % of GNP
assured that such an erosion of funding
will not occur again?
Roberts: Yes, I think so. We're strongly
committed to moving to 1.5% of the
GNP as quickly as we can. We estimate
that will be by the mid-1980s. We've
increased the funding this year by
about $200 million to a total just under
$1,300 million. We are committed to
moving along that path as quickly as
possible. The difficulty is that while we
can determine the amount of funding
the government puts into the effort, it's
much less easy to ensure that the
private sector will come along with
these increases, which amount to
something between 16 and 19% a year.
It will be difficult for them.

Daily: How to encourage research in the
private sector is a very important

Howza 'bouta Sauza.
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question. In the past, multinationals
have done very little "branch plant R
and D" in Canada. What specific new
plans or regulations is the Canadian
government drafting to increase the
amount of industrial research done
here?
Roberts: Well, there are a variety of
things. We have brought to Cabinet —
it's under discussion now — a Five Year
Plan for funding science and
technology. It involves not only funding
but also establishing priorities...We
also have a committee established
which is looking into ways of trying to
push or pull the private sector into
increasing their contributions to
research. We're particularly conscious
of the situation of foreign-owned
subsidiaries in Canada. Quite clearly,
on the basis of studies we've done, the
amount of research that they do (in
Canada) as a percentage -of sales is
much lower than that of our Canadian
companies.
Daily: So what specifically will be done?
Roberts: I can't tell you that yet because
the Cabinet hasn't decided. There are a
variety .1 things that we're considering
like tax incentives. restructuring the
Foreign Investment Review Agency and
finding new financing mechanisms to
help companies starting out in
high technology areas, where there are
special capital funding problems.
Daily: In a speech last May 5th, you
stated that "Innovation and
technological change are the key
determinants of economic growth, and
are the only realistic means of improving the ability of our economy to
comoete with our trading partners."
Wel:, 'Nest Germany one of our trading

Canada
needs
greater
research
effort
by JULIAN BETTS
reprinted from the
MCGILL DAILY for
CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS
partners, spends three percent of its
GNP on science. The Liberal government is increasing science spending to
only 1.5%, while the Conservative
government had called for increases to
2.5%. Why did you lower this target?
Roberts: On the basis of the best advice
that I received, it would not be possible
for us to go faster...It's not like turning
on the tap and having more water flow
out. You have to h•ive both the physical
and particularly the human resources to
reach that level. Even if we wanted to, it
would be hard to get to that 2.5% figure
faster.
Daily: But can we even attain the 1.5%
level? The National Sciences and
Engineering Research Council
(NSERC), in its Five Year Plan published
in 1979, states: "Unless dramatic steps
are taken to improve the supply of
highly trained research manpower in
Canada, the target of 1.5% of GNP
cannot be achieved by the mid•1980s.
"What long-term initiatives has the
government take to ensure that the
personnel supply does meet
the
demand?
Roberts: Since that time, we have
;:lifii.anny increased !he funding of
NSERC exactly for that reason. We're
providing increased funds to encourage
students in this area to continue. We
have a five year funding plan for
students, and the National Research
Council has just prepared a tenure plan.
Daily: This year the federal government
is spending on all renewable energy
resources one-fifth as much as it does
on nuclear energy. Do these allocations
reflect the importance the federal
government places on the development
of alternative and renewable energy
resouroet; 9
Roberts: I think you'll see as we move
through the year an increase in
for energy research
allocations
generally and alternative energy areas
in particular. One mportant area is
biomass. It can meet at least 10
percent of Canada's energy needs.
There's also a fair amount of research
going on into solar. We also have some
proposals for fusion research. but that's
very long-term...I think that there is
going to be an increasing emphasis on
alternative energy research arid so the
present balance will shift...Tnat shift
has already begun.

a letter to Mr. Trudeau imploring him to
give the Minister for Science and
Technology only one porftolio, yet he
has given you two. is science still as
low a priority on Mr. Trudeau's list as it
appears?

Roberts: I don't think it's a reflection of
priorities. I think that the combination
of the two departments — Science and
Technology and the Environment — is a
good one. You must remember that up
to the present time. Science and
Technology has not been operational: it
is an adviser to other government
departments...But the combination of
this with the Department of the Environment, which does have extensive
research programs, is useful, pa .rticularly since the Department of the
Environment's main preoccupation is
with the prudent long-term
management of our natural resources.
Both are key departments in terms of
the design of an economic strategy for
the country...I have been an advocate of
a full-time minister for the science
portfolio right up until the last election.
But I have to say that to some extent my
view of that has changed. The present
arrangement works rather well.
Daily: Last August the Canadian and
American governments agreed to sign
an acid rain/air pollution treaty within
two years.. How are negotiations
progressing, and secondly, will the
treaty -really stop acid rain — over half
of which comes from the U.S.?
Roberts: There have been active
discussions going on. The various
working groups have been established.
It's to some extent complicated
because we work in cooperation with

There's going to be
increasing emphasis
on alternative energy
the provinces...We're going as quickly
as we can and I think the Americans are
as well. The approach we're following is
patterned on the Great Lakes Water
Treaty...
I think the costs of not responding (to
acid rain) are so much greater even than
the enormous costs of responding that
self-interest will bring the United States
along to a significant agreement.
Daily: Do you think that biotechnology
promises to be one of the major growth
industries of the future? And if so, will
the government support the fledgling
biotechnology companies here in
Canada?
Roberts: I think this is quite probable.
We think that this area probably offers
the same kind of growth potential that
has taken place in the electronics industry in the past decade. We have
established a Task Force, and I hope to
have their report by the end of the year. I
hope they will give us some sense of
direction about how we should support
this area, which is important to Canada
because of the importance of the
resource base to our economy. But
what (the Task Force) will recommend I
don't know yet.
Daily: In 1974 India exploded a nuclear
bomb after Canada had sold it a reactor.
In view of this, do you think the present
procedures for exporting Candu
reactors are strict enough?
Roberts: I think that they're strict
enough. My recollection is that we
place more stringent requirements than
any otrier country does...so my view
would be that Canada's record is as
good or better than anybody else's.
Daily: What about India?
Roberts: Well, the Indian government
broke its agreement with us and there
was a response on our part to that. We
cut of f our aid and trade to them.
Daily: As a final question, is your
educational background in science?
Roberts: No. it it's not. It's in political
science
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Cowboys are Coming
by Tracy Grant
Get out your cowboy hats, you);
oldest Levi's and your most
comfortable boots because on
February 22 at the Concert Hall
all you urban and suburban
cowboys and cowgirls will have a
chance to stomp your feet, clap
your hands and sing along to one
of the best country and western
shows to come to Winnipeg in a
long time.
Mickey Gilley (owner of the
famous—well, it is famous in
Texas—bar, Gilley's Club),
Johnny Lee and the Urban
Cowboy Band are the guest stars.
It prczniiies to be a wild, entertaining evening.
Gilley's is the club that was
featured ir. John Travolta's
movie "Urban Cowboy" and
though the movie itself wasn't so
terrific, the music was. It was
due to the release of the Urban

INDEPENDENT
JEWELLERS LT Ds

Cowboy soundtrackthat Johnny
Lee gained the recognition many
felt he had been deserving for a
long time. His single from the
record "Looking for Love"
topped the national country and
pop charts almost and as fast as
it takes to be thrown from a
bucking bronco, Johnny Lee was
a star.
Mickey Gilley has an impressive string of number one,
country hits to his credit
("Roomful of Roses", "Don't the
Girls all get Prettier at Closing
Time", and the one froin the
Urban Cowboy soundtrack
"Stand by Me") as well as being
owner of the popular Gilley's
Club in Pasadena, Texas which
has hosted every major country
star of any importance. This is
the club that introduced the first
mechanical bucking bronco and
the place where the beer cans are
opened from the bottom so- they
can be resold as souvenirs.
Mickey Gilley, Johnny Lee and
the Urban Cowboy Band will be
at the Concert Hall for two shows
on Feb. 22, one at 5:30 p.m. and
another at 8:30 p.m. Yeeeha!
;Would you want torraduate front this?
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.....

The John Steinbeck classic
"East of Eaden" was aired on
CKY-TV last week in a three-part
series. The producers of the
series did justice to the sad,
human story of Adam Trask and
his family.
Adam, played by Timothy
Bottoms, was the motivating
force behind this show. There
was not one moment when the
viewer could not believe Adam's
suffering to be real. Timothy
Bottoms made you feel as if it
wwere happening to you.
Jane Seymour as Cathy,
Adam's wife, matched Bottoms'
performance and was suitably
evil and unfeeling. As a sharp
contrast, her sons, Cal (Sam
Bottoms) and Aaron (Hart
Bochner) are fresh and youthful,
free of their mother's
spitefulness and hate.
The climactic point of the film
arrives when Cal finds out that
his mother is a madam in one of
the brothels in town. Adam had
told his sons that she was dead,
and when Cal reveals the truth to
his brother, Aaron, unhappy
consequences occur.
The production was very well
done. Satisfactory enough to
boost ABC's ratings for the
previous week, "East of Eden"
being named as one of the top ten
shows. It it's rerun in the summer, it is definitely worth your
while if you missed it the first
time.
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Butterflies on stage

Opera in Good Voice

by Allen Bathing
Mom never invented a faster
way of clearing the house of her
own and other neighborhood kids
than to put on her favorite opera
record. The mere threat of
putting on that record was
enough to get the kids on the
phone to see if they could play at
Johnny's house. As adults those
'kids' still cringe at the thought of
opera. Too bad.
The opera can never be appreciated until it is experienced.
'Experienced' is the word to use,
not 'heard' for opera is an experience and a good one. Mom's
records can never give the full
exhileration of live opera. Indeed
this opera buff used to quake in
his boots at the mere sound of the
name Pavoratti. That's in the
past.
On Feb. 12, 14 and 17 the
Manitoba Opera Association
featured the Opera comedy "The
Barber of Seville". The Italian
opera by Rossini has been
translated into an English version and into an understandable
and hilarious production.
"The Barber of Seville" could
be responsible for the term "only
my hairdresser knows for sure."
It follows the life of Figaro, the
Italian Barber to the elite. Figaro
is a match-maker who will do
nearly anything for a few pieces
of gold. Figaro is approached by
the Count Almaviva who has
fallen in love with the young
Rosina, the ward of the aging and
very round Dr. Bartolo. Bartolo
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plans to marry Rosina. The Count
must therefore get to Rosina
before the doctor is able to have
the wedding ceremony performed. And so the story unfolds.
The Count has to get inside the
locked gates of the doctor's
house. Enter Figaro. Figaro is
the doctor's barber and for a
price, promises the count he can
get himinside. The count
disguises himself as a drunk
soldier and manages to get inside. He tells Rosina he loves her
and the two make googly eyes at

by Kathi Thorarinson

each other until an argument
arises and about 20 police arrive
on the scene. The Count has to
leave without Rosina.
To make a long story somewhat
shorter, eventually the Count and
Rosina are married. The doctor
then turns his attention to the
whiskey-swilling house-keeper
who is in love with the doctor but
has consoled herself into being an
old maid.
The whole production is filled
with colorful characters from
Figaro to the must-be-seen-to-bebelieved music teacher Don
Basilio. Performances
throughout the production are
really well done, this is where the
real appreciation of opera is
created. The elaborate set and
the Winnipeg Symphony 0.
chestra only add to the sensation.
To appreciate opera it must be
seen. Watch for announcements
on the next production and go.
You just might find out you've
been missing something.

Off The Record
by Frain Cory
MOTORHEAD
Ace Of Spades
Mercury/Polygram

If there is a heavy metal band that appeals to the ideals of the
punk/working class aesthetic, it's Motorhead. All the symptoms are
present—the fanatical, almost cult-like following, the total absense of
pretensia on the part of the band, the limited technical musicanship
exhibited, and most critically, the total ignorance of conformity.
"Ace Of Spades" is the metal anarchist's guide to making the
ultimate in riff-roaring music with absolutely no waste. Each side of
the record has six cuts with an average clocking of three minutes.
Each song features at least one decent guitar solo, an overweight
drumbeat, steady bass lines, and dumb 'n dirty vocals. Without
repeated listenings, each song sounds like the last. But it's not boring.
A lot of things in life devoid of artistic merit are exciting because of
the other qualities they possess, however limited. Lemmy Kilmister
(bass), Philthy Animal Taylor (drums), and Fast Eddie Clarke
(guitar) are all decidedly average musicians, but they've got guts.
The determination they exhibit in hammering out slam-job after slamjob is impressive to the point of being frightening. Niftier than that, it
is fondly reminiscent of what the Sex Pistols were trying to accomplish in a lower decibel range.
When Motorhead wrote the title cut for "Ace Of Spades", it was
obviously designed as a prototype to every other song on the album.
The tune is so utterly synoptic, the other eleven should be called
chapters instead of songs. You could plut almost every scary adjective
in the realm of maniacal to "Ace Of Spades" and it wouldn't he a
complete description. Just don't call it cute.
The rest of the selections seem anti-climactic, just present for inspection. They all follow the rules of the title song without missing a
lick, er trick. The only notable is "Love Me Like A Reptile", which
deserves recognition as one of the most off-the-wall song titles/similes
of all time.
So why bother? Why sit there and have your ears cuffed around by
one cuisinart mini-soundtrack after another? If you just asked
yourself that question, you probably won't. This album can be
regarded as pure scrap iron at the outset, and a masterpiece of
cohesion and unification several listenings later.
By that time, the subtle variations Lemmy, Taylor and Clarke
unknowingly created begin to surface until...wonder of wonders, each
track actually becomes an independent unit, remaining however,
loyal to that ever-authoritative title cut.
If you're into the artsy-fartsy crapola fabricated by the likes of Blue
Oyster Cult and Rush, you'll never in a million years muster the
patience to enjoy the econo-crunch of Motorhead. It's strange but true
that artistic simplicity often makes it difficult to identify a music's
appeal. This might bother someone like Cheap Trick, but Motorhead
couldn't care less. They have their following and almost certainly will
never lose the fans who have come to be known as Motorheadbangers.
"Ace Of Spades" is Motorhead's first North American release after
four British albums. Apparently, they were patient enough to wait
before assaulting Canuck and Yankee ears. There should be no harm
in listening back with an equal amount of patience.

Just because it's February in
Winnipeg doesn't mean you have
to sit around bored out of your
mind. There's nothing new to do,
you say? Not true.
The dinner-theatre is a
relatively new concept in this
city, and it has been enjoying
modest success. Slowly but
surely it's gaining momentum,
and there's good reason—it's fun!
Stage West's latest production
is "Butterflies are Free",
starring Dorothy Malone. It will
he playing until Sunday. March
22.
The "New York Post" had this
to say: "A charming
play...humourous, winning and
quietly moving...a fine comic
scene. But its most striking
quality is its capacity for being
warm and touching." Well said.
The production combined all
these elements and came up in
roses.
"Butterflies •are Free"
is a tremendously
moving story. Don
Baker (Michael
Bell) leaves the
security 6f his
home town for
wild and
wonderful
New York.
His mother
(Dorothy Malone)
doesn't think her little
boy can make it on
his own. But Don's
neighbour Jill
( Nicole Evans)
ttp
knows he can. So
much so that she
suggests that a longlocked door 'between their
apartments be reopened.
Everything is progressing
nicely until momma comes to
save her little boy. She still sees
her blind son as "Little Donny
Dark", the character she created
for children's books years before.
It doesn't take momma long to
realize she's the one in the dark.
However, she has company.
Jill is the butterfly of the play.
No commitments, no involvements, just fun, fun, fun,
has been her motto. Unfortunately, that no longer works
when you fall in love.
And "Little Donny Dark"
stories can no longer pacify Don

when he's in trouble. The little
boy has become a man.
Dorothy Malone may not have
acted in many years, but that has
done nothing to impair her
ability. Her portrayal of Mrs.
Baker is sensitive and natural.
Her career in film has been
long and prosperous. She has
played in such classics as "The
Big Sleep" with Humphrey
Bogart, "Night and Day" with
Cary Grant and "Written on the
Wind" with Robert Stack and
Rock Hudson. For the latter
performance she won an
Academy Award.
She is an excellent actress and
is the laureate of the entire
production.
Michael Bell's performance
was memorable to say the least.
It is his third production as Don
Baker in "Butterflies are Free".
"Don's a very well-drawn
character and always a
challenge," he says.
As a matter of fact,
he played his part
so well that the
audience seemed
to believe he was
blind. When
lighting candles
on the set he
missed one
and someone
in the audience
remarked on
that rather
loudly, his
response was to
walk to the candle,
feel for its
heat, and re-light it.
Never once would
you suspect he has his sight.
Nicole Evans was very convincing in her part, but somewhat
out-performed by the other two
players. This could have been due
to the fact that most of us were
expecting a "Goldie Hawn"
character to prance out on stage.
A word about Stage West. The
food and service is extremely
good. It is not really expensive
when you consider that for $20 on
Tuesday to Thursday, and $24 on
Friday and Saturday you receive
an excellent buffet style meal,
plus superior entertainment.
(These prices do not include bar
service or gratuity.) The wine list
is passable.

50's alive
by Allen Ranting

The Manitoba Theatre Centre
in co-operatin with the Citadel
Theatre opened its first musical
of the season with Grease.
Grease is a late fifties rock and
roll musical. It made it big on
Broadway and moved to the big
screen a couple of years ago
starring Olivia Newton John and
John Travolta. Olivia Neutron
Bomb and Johnnies Revolting
this ain't, thank goodness for
that.
MTC's production of Greaseis
an evening of total entertainment. It is funny, fast and
everything that makes a good
musical. The cast of Grease puts
on a superb performance that
never quits. The closing was a
little slow on opening night, but
by the time of pu5lication of this
review it will have improved, no
doubt.
Grease follows the romance of
two high school students who are
basically from different sides of
the tracks. Sandy (Cheryl

Maclnnis) is a very proper girl
who has fallen in love with
Johnny (Edward Ledson) who is
a black leather gang man. Their
obvious differences and the
pressure of their peers brings
trouble into the romance, and the
story follows their troubles
through to the resolution where
Sandy emerges dressed in tight
leathers. To paraphrase one
critic of Grease, it is the story of
how a nice wholesome girl turns
into a slut.
But let's put aside the rather
crude interpretation and look at it
as pure fun.
Grease is certainly the most
elaborate production to hit MTC
this season in terms of costumes
and sets. The action takes place
around a giant Wurlitzer Juke
Box with lights that surround the
stage. Grease also features a live
hand on stage during the entire
production. The costumes are
bright and imaginative, but suit
the fifties' style.
What really makes the entire
production is the excellent job of
the cast. Each character is
distinct, lively and very real.
There's Johnny Casino the tough
guy, with his followers Roger
(Jay Brazeau), Kenickie
( Kimble Hall), Danny (Terry
Harford) Sonny (Max Reimer)

and Doody (Jim White). The girls
in the play vary from the future
beautician Fcenchy (Janis
Dunning to the loose Rizo
(Michelle Fisk) to the evereatinbg Jan (Tracy Dahl).
The cast dances and sings their
way from beginning to end. The
most outstanding performance is
beyond doubt Tracy Dahl whose
voice belts out those tunes with
magnificence. Right up in the
league of Dahl is Jim White, and
the others follow close behind.
Grease should not be missed. It
runs to March 7 with rumours of a
hold-over.
Tickets and information are
available from the MTC Box
Office.
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Get to know the real taste
of Bacardi rum.
Sip it before you add your favourite mixer.

Bacardi is
beautiful by
itself. Clean.
Light. Smoothtasting. That's
why it goes so
smoothly with
so many mixers.
Add your own
favourite taste
to Bacardi. and
you can count on
enjoying it.

Bacardi rum
on the rocks.

Bacardi
rum an
cola.

Bacardi rum
and
ginger ale.
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Rebels reach respectability in Alberta
E

Sports comment

Rebels improve in Alberta
by Donna Faryon
The Red River Rebels
Women's Basketball team
showed great improvement as
they bowed 53-44 to the number
one team in Alberta, the Southern
Alberta Institute of Technical
(SAIT) in Calgary on January 30.
Down 31-19 at the half and by 23
points early in the last half, the
Rebels, led by Sheila Haynes,
bounced back to throw a scare
into the Albertans. Unfortunately, the clock ticked off
the final seconds before Red
River could pull ahead of the
struggling SAIT team.
Donna Faryon led the scoring
for the Rebels -with 15 points
while Alison Crawford of SAIT

matched that point total.
"There are a lot of reasons
SAIT has a stronger team," said
Rebel Wendy Hill. "Those girls
have a stronger incentive to play
for the team since their tuition
will be paid for if they make it.
They also have a more experienced coaching staff."
In a return match with SAIT on
February 1, the Rebels couldn't
sink a basket, hitting on only 13 of
58 attempts as SAIT won it going
away 67-32.
Sherri McNally led all scorers
with 20 points while Faryon sank
11 for Red River.
Sandwiched between the two
SAIT games, Red River couldn't
solve the defensive tactics of

Alberta's number two team,
Mount Royal. The Rebels were
within 11 points of Mount Royal at
the half, but the defence kept
them off balance, causing rushed
shots and frequent turnovers.
Sharon Stewart led RRCC with
11 points while Sharon Bliss of
Mount Royal had 18.
"They're not that much better
than we offensively," Shirley
Verstappen said. "They just play
super defence."
The Rebels felt the trip to
Alberta provided good competition and gave them a taste of
what to expect at the Nationals in
March as their play continues to
improve.

Women's BB In St. Vital
by Donna Faryon
The St. Vital Grads displayed a
strong performance as they once
again downed the Red River
Rebels Women's Basketball team
80-50 in a Division A game
February 5.
St. Vital used a half-court press
to cause numerous turnovers that
led to constant fast breaks. The

Rebels were within 12 points at
half time, but couldn't put it
together in the second half.
Donna Faryon led the Rebels
with 17 points while Wendy
Goodbrandson added 10. Dianne
Perrault and Adrian Babaian had
14 each for the Grads.
The Bison Alumni beat Red

.

.
River 69-46 on February 12 in a
disappointing game. The Rebels
had never lost by more than five
points to the Bisons before.
Donna Faryon led all scorers
with 21 points while Karla Gould
led the Bisons with 17.
Coach Sandy McBride said the
lost was due to a lack of effort and
hustle by the team.

by Jim Bender
One of the toughest things that
a skip has to do in curling is to sit
in the hack with the hammer,
knowing he has to come around a
guard with perfect weight to
draw to the button to win the
game. A miss will lose.
Greg Blanchard who has been
skip of the Red River Community
College men's team until this
year's Consols, was faced with
just that situation in the Consols.
Blanchard crouched in the
hack, cleaned the bottom of his
rock a little more thoroughly than
normal, then took a deep breath.
A hush fell over the arena crowd
in Brandon as Blanchard slid
towards the hog line.
Blanchard's rock came to rest
exactly where he wanted—almost. The rock bit the
button.A measurement showed
that it was within a whisker of
winning the game with the shot.
The winner, Kerry Burtnyk
breathed a sigh of relief, and
went on to win the Labatt's
Tankard with a 9-2 victory over
Brandon's Murray Nye.
There was little doubt amongst
curling experts that Blanchard
would have beaten Nye just as
easily.
Blanchard may have lost but
Red River can count him
amongst the winners at Brandon
that weekend as the college's

curling teams brought home two
trophies the same weekend.
Red River may count itselt
amongst the best curling training
grounds as it produced three
skips that gave good accounts of
themselves in the Consols. Jeff
Ryan joined Burtnyk and
Blanchard as one of the most
respected skips there.
Blanchard's team never expected to get as far as they did.
They were just in if for the fun
and to gain a little experience,
they said.
Former world Champion Orest
Meleschuk lasted the longest of
the old guard, losing a squeaker
to Burtnyk as the kids stole the
show in Brandon. Already there
are rumors about lowering the
age for senior level competition
as the younger teams will be
pushing veterans out of the
curling scene.
Manitobans are hoping Burtnyk will be their first
representative at the silver
Broom since Meleschuk's tainted
victory in 1972.
In the hack...Eric Burr, Gerry
Hallson's lead said even Brandonites didn't want local Brian
Moffat to win. Burr said
something about if there had
been a popularity contest, Moffat
would have ended at the bottom
of the list in a supposedly gentleman's game.

Badminton champs cheered
by Jack Kaplan
The intramural badminton
tournament saw 11 students
participate in a total of 73 matches before all of the champions
were declared.
Pat Niedermuehlbichler
defeated Wendy Goodbrandson to
take the women's singles
championship.
Niedermuehlbichler teamed up
with Pat Bidochka to beat
Goodbrandson and Donna
Faryon in the women's doubles
championship.
In men's doubles, Rick McLean
and Matt Slobodian teamed up to
beat Greg Conway and Russ
Micklewright to take that
championship.
Niedermuehlbichler and Blair
Anderson beat Cathi Tardi and
Juergen Dienstbier to take the
mixed double crown.

by Don K usano
This year, the Red River
Rebels volleyball team will be
allowed to compete at the
Nationals and are striving to
convince the Canadian College
Athletic Association they belong.
Last year the Rebels' team was
banned from the CCAA Championships because the
Association felt they were not
good enough to compete at the
national level.
Already this year, the RRCC
Men's Volleyball team won' the
gold medal at the Kelsey Invitational Tournament, defeating
last year's national silver
medalists, Mount Royal Cougars.
The Rebels grabbed the silver
medal at the Mount Royal Cougar
Invitational Tournament in
Calgary on the Valentine's Day
weekend, losing the gold to the

Calgary Ramblers, a senior
men's team.
Red River lost its opening
game to Mount Royal 2-1. The
scores were 14 - 16, 15 - 7 and 11 - 15.
They bounced back later that day
for a 2-0 victory over Selkirk
College from British Columbia
with identical 15-5 scores.
The team finished the roundrobin competition by knocking off
the Saskatchewan Technical
Institute 2-0 by scores of 15-2 and
15-7.
Finishing fourth of the 12 teams
there, the Rebels advanced to the
A Pool semi-finals against
Lethbridge Community College.
The REbels began the first
game very slowly, falling behind
14 - 7 before the offence got untracked and displayed their
power, pulling into a 14-14 tie.

Rebel of the Week

V ic Nelud Orr

However, Lethbridge scratched
out a 17-15 win. The momentum
having swung to Red River, the
Rebels began to mix up their
attack with many off-speed shots.
They took the next two games 157 and 15-8 to advance to the final
against the Calgary Ramblers.
Both teams displayed the form
that enabled them to reach the
Championship in the finals. The
Ramblers, made up of former
Mount Royal players, won a seesaw battle 15-11 in the first game.
The lead switched hands
numerous times during the
game. Five serving errors by the
Rebels seemed to be the difference as the Ramblers took
advantage of those mistakes to
gain the victory.
The RRCC team took full
control of the second game in a
reversal of form and won 15-3.
The key to that win was outstanding ball control and five
excellent digs by Clancy Bridle.
The Rebels continued their find
ball control in the deciding game
and built a 10-4 lead. However,
the Ramblers finally soved Red
River's tactics and came from
behind to take the game and the
gold with a 15-11 win.
Rebel coach Don Kusano was
very pleased with his team's
play. Kusano experimented with
a 5-1 offence instead of the
traditional 6-2 and was happy
with the results.
Kusano singled out Rick
McLean and Darrel Driver for
their fine play. Rick was very
consistent with his hitting,
Kusano said. Driver, who has
been hurt most of the year,
played well seeing his first real

action in some time.
Rebel Vic Neudorf was named
top setter of the tournament for
his outstanding play. Neudorf
credited his teammates for their
strong bumping that enabled him
to win the award.
The Rebels felt it was a firstclass tournament and hoped for
an invitation again next year.
Red River is now setting their
sights on the CCAA Championship in Nova Scotia. They
must first compete with the
Brandon Provincial Playdowns
in mid-March.
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Would you like to make
$5 to $10 per hour
selling W.T. Rawleigh
products?
•

For information call
Ed Jermoluk at
888-1619

***********

************

•anytime a fter 5 p.m.

Support your local Rebel
Hockey:
March 6 & 7 RRCC at Minot
March 13-15 MCAA Provincial Championships Brandon

Blair Anderson

pat Niedermuehlbichler

Matt Slobodian and Rick MacLean

Pat Bidochka Pat Niedermuehlbichler

Men's Volleyball:
March 13-15 MCAA Provincial Playoffs
Brandon
Women's Volleyball:
Pat Niedermuehlbichler

March 13-15 MCAA Provincial Playoffs
Brandon
Men's Basketball:
February 25 TBA at RRCC 7 p.m.
March 13-15 MCAA Provincial Playoffs
Brandon

Southern Comfort. Enjoy it straight up, on the rocks,
or blended with your favourite mixer.

Women's Basketball:

The unique taste
of Southern Comfort
enjoyed for over 125 years.

Mens singles cnamo

Ron Schale.

February 26 TBA at RRCC 7:30 p.m.
March 13-15 MCAA Provincial Championships Brandon
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